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You may think why we are wasting our time in teaching and training?. 

 I would like to mention that I am not doing this for free and I intend to earn a handsome amount 

out of My services. But Every story has more than one perspective. I am doing trading and Research 

from last ten years and I found rare if not none who can teach what they do. Either you find one who 

teach but cannot do or you find one who can do things but cannot teach. I guess I have luckily mix of 

both the worlds. 

Since my childhood I remember that I was victim of reasoning and still I am. It took me more than 

two decade to figure out Limits of Reasoning and logic. I find hard to control my emotions when I 

find the deteriorating level of education in My country. I do not imply that we do not have good 

institution. But we are lacking something big? Otherwise How can you explain that 40 percent of 

total Engineers we produce every year are unemployable. 

We failed to maintain a society which encourages Imagination, Failure and Risk taking. 

Every society has its own phases of evolution. We certainly were an Innovative and artistic Tribe 

when we wrote Ramayana and Mahabharata. We were mathematicians when we discovered Zero 

and wrote Arthshastra. But then we peaked out somewhere and then started to decay. 

We as young Indians today face the challenge to stop this decay and provide an environment for 

coming generations where they can freely Develop-innovate-think-Feel. 

Today we do not find any Modern line of Philosophy in India which can guide us. Even we are zero in 

when we talk about systematic studies whether in Mathematics, Economics or Physical Sciences. 

Whatever original philosophy we inherit is mainly in religion. Unfortunately it is too sacred to 

criticize and without criticize you cannot make them suitable to ever changing world. 

Years back we were lucky to get a man who invented idea of Ahimsa. It was path breaking. But we 

have to answer our self why we are not able to build on this idea?. Martin Luther king openly 

declared that His inspiration comes from this man and his efforts turn into evolution of a society 

where black flourished in America. Similarly Buddhism was born in India but flourished in China. 

We Intend to play our part in Creating India a place where Dreamers dream on their own. Albert 

Einstein rightly said that imagination is a superior Virtue than knowledge. 

I am inspired by Internship and Hit and Trial Method of Learning which existed when we were 

flourishing society. I can quote you a endless number of great who were product of this method like 

Plato-Aristotle-Kepler-Henry ford-Faraday. 

I am creating a platform where I can mentor young ones to take risk and  help them to create 

something of their own. We strive to inspire Modern day Would be Ashoka-Kautilya-Valmiki-

Aryabhata-Todar Mal. 


